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Abstract- When combined with an optimized control 
algorithm, such as the maximum-power-point-tracking 
(MPPT) method, renewable solar energy is a very efficient 
source of energy. However, the MPPT algorithm is a very 
cost-effective algorithm that ensures the least amount of 
energy loss in PV solar modules. In this paper, various 
controllers will be implemented and compared in order to 
maintain a highly efficient and robust controller-based 
MPPT algorithm, including the PI controller, the fuzzy-
logic-controller (FLC), and the ANFIS controller. In 
addition, an effective DC-DC boost converter has been 
designed and integrated as well. The FLC based MPPT 
method has provided a maximum power of 106.1 watts, 
while the adaptive-neuro-fuzzy-inference-system 
(ANFIS) has allowed the PV solar system to extract its full 
energy.      
 
Keywords: Asymmetric, MPPT, Fuzzy Logic, DC-DC 
Boost Converter, ANFIS, PV Solar. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION                                                                         
Solar energy is the most important source of renewable 

energy due to the end of fossil crops and environmental 
pollution [1]. Solar energy is considered among source of 
power the most significant renewable energy because it is 
a cost-free, endless, and environmentally friendly source, 
whether in stand-alone or grid-connected configurations. 
However, two major issues with photovoltaic (PV) 
systems are that the power conversion efficiency is 
significantly low and the continuous changes in electric 
power produced by solar modules follow the weather’s 
conditions. So, the nonlinear behavior of PV output in 
terms of changes in temperature and solar irradiation 
means that the MPPT algorithm must be used to get the 
most energy out of PV solar modules [2]. 

The development in the semiconductor field provides 
an efficient technique including perturbation-and- 
observation (P&O), constant voltage (CV), incremental 
conduction (INC), fuzzy-logic-control (FLC), and 
artificial neural networks (ANN) [3]. The most accurate 
MPPT techniques are those based on ANN and ANC, 
although their design and implementation are complicated. 
Even though the most extensively used technique in 
commercial applications is the P&O technique, where the 

accuracy is moderate, the voltage/current feedback 
(VF/CF) is simpler in that it compares the module voltage 
or current with the pre-calculated values or the reference 
ones [4]. Moreover, a DC-DC boost-converter is built to 
ensure a fast and accurate MPPT algorithm to get the 
maximum energy from a PV solar system and to analyze 
the maximum energy delivery mechanism for a solar 
power system and its implementation for comprehensive 
system design.  
 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Comparing different MPPT methods by using the 

MATLAB tool Simulink has been achieved, assuming 
radiation is uniformly scattered over the PV array [5, 6]. 
The Maximum Power Point of a solar cell is sought to be 
reached by various algorithms, to increase the efficiency 
of the solar panel. The reach of the MPP, as well as the 
complexity and need of measurement sensors are analyzed 
[7]. The mathematical model of each component is 
considered in the implementation of the PV system. 
Attention has focused on the grid-connected photovoltaic 
system generated by the primary single-ended DC/DC 
connection (SPEIC) between the grid and the solar panel 
[5, 8]. Ten different MPPT techniques are compared here. 
Solar isolation of twelve different types is considered, and 
the energy that is supplied by a complete PV system is 
calculated. It is concluded that the IC and P&O methods 
are the most effective MPPT methods among all the 
analyzed techniques [5]. Under changing conditions in 
climate, such as temperature and irradiance, successful 
implementation of perturb, observe, and fuzzy logic is 
achieved [6]. A DC-DC boost-converter model using FLC 
and the traditional MPPT method for P&O controllers was 
created in the MATLAB Simulink environment, and 
Simulink results were compared. The boost transformer is 
connected to increase the voltage of the PV module. The 
results referred to show that the performance of the fuzzy 
logic controller is rapid, accurate, and better than P&O 
under varying atmospheric conditions [6]. However, 
SPEIC DC-DC converters work better with no ripples or 
oscillations at PV module output voltage. Fuzzy logic 
controllers are used to maximize power under fluctuating 
temperatures and irradiation. According to this module, at 
a 1000 PV system, output power increases while cell 
temperature decreases [8]. 
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Methods including the incremental conductance 
method (IncCond), constant voltage and turmoil 
monitoring method, and control method (P&O) were 
compared [7]. Investigation of the proposed system has 
been done via simulation and efficiency evaluation 
experiments of the methods. An analysis of the transient 
and steady-state characteristics of the control algorithm 
was conducted, and its efficiency was measured. Finally, 
the incremental conductance method and constant voltage 
control methods are combined, and a novel control 
algorithm is proposed in an attempt to enhance the 
efficiency of a (3 kW) photovoltaic power production 
system in various insolation terms. Under rapidly changing 
solar insolation conditions, the IncCond and P&O MPPT 
approaches have failed to follow the maximum power 
point. Because of the implementation of a modified 
constant voltage method, the two mode MPPT control 
method suggested in this paper performs excellently [7]. 

The study in [8] described that the P&O technique 
efficiency is low, unlike other P&O techniques, and that 
the reason for its low efficiency is a lack of speed while 
tracking MPP. The great efficiency of the ICb method does 
not justify the cost of using more than one sensor 
compared to the ICa method. IC techniques have nearly 
equal efficacy. Good results are produced by the TP 
temperature technique, but inconveniences are produced 
by variations in certain parameters that create errors in the 
evaluation of optimal voltage   regarding its impact on the 
measured temperature due to a phenomenon unrelated to 
solar insulation. More research on the cost comparison of 
these techniques, particularly under shadow conditions, is 
required [9]. 

MPPT-based FLC has been implemented in the PV 
system [10, 11]. The MPPT-based hill climbing 
optimization technique is used to improve solar PV 
performance [11]. The major advantage of fuzzy logic is 
its efficiency and robust behavior in the face of changing 
radiation levels. A buck-boosted DC-DC regulator is used 
and implemented. Under conditions of changing solar 
irradiation, the output of the PV solar system can be 
controlled at its maximum value using an MPPT-based 
FLC. After installing an MPPT system during changing 
solar irradiation conditions, the average output voltage 
increased by 17%, from 11.6 V to 13.94 V. Power output 
increased by 28%, from 35.13 W to 48.9 W, after MPPT 
installation under changed solar irradiation conditions. 
Under changing temperature conditions, MPPT can keep 
the PV output voltage modules at the maximum required 
value of 12 V [11]. To achieve inversion, a PV system 
controlled by a single-phase bidirectional PMW converter 
and DC-DC converter is implemented [12]. While the 
MPPT algorithm is proposed and built on an ANN with 
FLC to enhance the system's performance [13], 

In [14] created an MPPT-based Arduino 
microcontroller. The proposed system has low power 
consumption, low cost, and high-power efficiency. It 
allows for customized and easier system modifications and 
also facilitates data storage, remote monitoring, 
continuous displaying of system status, and external 
device charging. The experiment results with the 30 W 

prototype system are presented and validated. It is 
concluded that the average charge controller efficiency is 
91.45%, satisfying the regulations of the technical 
standard committee (TSC) of the Infrastructure 
Development Company Limited (IDCOL) [14]. 

 
3. MODELLING OF A PHOTOVOLTAIC MODULE 
 
3.1. PV Cell Characteristics 

A PV panel has a negative electric field on the front 
side and a positive one on the back side, which is typical 
of silicon semiconducting resources. Solar cells, wires, 
shields, and supports make up a photovoltaic PV 
generator. Solar photons collide with a solar cell, breaking 
atomic bonds and releasing electrons. This "loosening" 
creates electron-hole pairs, which positive and negative 
electrical conductors connect to. Moving electrons 
generate an Iph, which represents the electric current in a 
circuit. Solar cells operate like diodes in the dark. It's a p-
n junction that blocks voltage and current. Connecting the 
cell to a high-voltage external source generates a ID  
current. Figure 1 shows that a solar cell's electrical activity 
commonly resembles a single diode [15]. Figure 1 shown 
the single PV solar cell equivalent circuit. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Single PV solar cell equivalent circuit [14] 

 
The equivalent model comprises a current source Iph, 

series resistance RS, and a diode that simulates cell 
resistance. Figure 2 shows the diode's outside and interior 
shunt resistances related to the PV solar cell equivalent 
circuit. The resultant current can be calculated as follows 
[14]: 

ph DI I I   (1) 
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where, Iph is the produced current, q  is the charge of the 

electron, K is the Boltzmann’s constant, RSH is the shunt 
resistance and Rs is the series resistance. The open circuit 
voltage can be computed as shown in Equation (3): 

.oc sV V I R   (3) 

The generated current by a PV solar cell relies on how 
much sunlight it absorbs, the internal resistance of the cell, 
and the external voltage. Figure 2 depicts the current I vs 
voltage V output curve of a photovoltaic (PV) cell as a 
function of illumination intensity. Changes in the cell's 
current and voltage as a function of light intensity are 
shown here. 
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In most cases, the I-V curve may be broken down into 
two distinct areas: the linear zone and the saturation 
region. There is a linear area where the current is 
proportional to the voltage, and the slope of the curve is set 
by the series resistance of the cell Rs. The term "ohmic 
region" is often used to describe this area. Increasing the 
light intensity brings the curve closer to the saturation area. 
It is the shunt resistance of the cell that determines the 
slope of the current-voltage curve in the saturation area, 
when the current is no longer proportional to the voltage 
RSH. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. I-V characteristics curves of PV cell [15] 

 
The electrical behavior of a photovoltaic cell (PV cell) 

under different light and temperature circumstances may 
be described using the P-V characteristics curves 
displayed in Figure 3. The P-V characteristics curve's low-
light area describes the cell's operating point under very 
low illumination. Due to the little quantity of current being 
produced, the cell's voltage is low. Moreover, the cell's 
power output is often just a few watts in this area. 

At the peak of the P-V characteristics curve, when the 
cell's voltage and power output are both maximal, we get 
the maximum power point region. The largest amount of 
power is produced in this area; thus, it's called the "sweet 
spot" of the curve. When the cell's voltage and current are 
both at their highest, they are said to be saturating. This is 
the power-output plateau, when the cell can produce no 
more power. When the cell's voltage and current are both 
too high, the P-V characteristics curve enters the overload 
area. Here, the cell's power production has peaked, and 
further increases are impossible. 

The expression of this maximum power Pmax is given 
by the product of the maximum value of current and 
voltage as follows: 

max max max .P V I  (4) 

The Equation (4) can be described in terms of fill factor 
FF as shown in Equations (5) and (6): 

max . . sc scV I FFP   (5) 

max max max

 

.

. .sc sc sc sc

I
F

P V
F

I V I V
   (6) 

 
3.2. PV System Features 

Changes in operational conditions, including sun 
irradiation, moisture levels, and temperature, affect 
photovoltaic system performance.  

The amount of solar irradiation a PV system receives is 
directly connected to the amount of electricity it produces 
(Figure 4), and the amount of power produced is inversely 
proportional to temperature (Figure 5). Changing 
temperature or solar energy changes the maximum power 
point. DC-DC converters must be used to alter the array 
terminal voltage and monitor the maximum power point 
[17]. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. P-V characteristics curves of PV cell [15] 

 

 
 

Figure 4. The impact of changes in solar radiation on PV solar cell 
performance [16] 

 

 
 

Figure 5. The influence of temperature fluctuations on solar radiation on 
PV solar cell performance [16] 

 
In case of Np PV solar modules on parallel, and Ns PV 

solar modules on series, the current drawn by PV modules 
can be computed as follows: 

 . . / . . .
. . .e pv pv sq V I R Ns A K T

pv p ph p sI N I N I


   (7) 

 
4. MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING MPPT  

 
4.1. DC-DC Converter 

Nonlinear PV systems fluctuate in output power due to 
changing environmental conditions. A DC-DC converter 
is the best tool for dealing with changes in a PV source's 
voltage and current. The converter changes the direct 
current output value from the direct current input voltage. 
[18] (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. DC-DC converter structure [17] 

 
This adjustment must be done with low converter 

losses; thus, the transistor will act as a switch and apply 
the control signal d(t). Figure 7 shows that the control is 
permitted to remain high for ton and toff. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Transistor control signal 
 

The on-device voltage drop reduces the transistor's 
power loss. Turning off the transistor reduces both the 
current and electricity wasted. Changing the pulse width 
while keeping sT  constant changes the average output 

voltage. With d(t)= ton /Ts, the duty cycle is a value from 
the real interval [0, 1]. Duty cycle equals pulse 
width/switching time. Resistors are not utilized in DC-DC 
converters to decrease loss. Inductors and capacitors are 
used since they don't produce losses under ideal 
circumstances. Electrical components may be linked and 
integrated in a number of topologies, each with distinct 
features. Most transformers are buck-boost, buck, or boost. 
Buck transformer raises the input voltage, whereas boost 
converters reduce it. Buck-boost systems produce both 
voltages [17]. 
 
4.2. Buck Converter 

The ideal buck converter connects Ig, Io, Vg, and Vo 
priested in Equations (8) and (9). 

.o gV V D  (8) 

.o gI I D  (9) 

where, D  is the duty cycle in the steady state. By using 
the law of Ohm's, the converter's RL load is presented in 
Equation (10). 

2
LR

R
D

   (10) 

To increase the source's work load, adjust 0 to D. For 
the buck converter, the beginning load must be smaller 
than the PV module's MPP current in order to draw the 
most electricity possible. 
 
4.3. Boost Converter 

Equations (11) and (12) present the average boost 
converter output, input, and current values after 
optimization: 

1
g

o

V
V

D



  (11) 

1
g

o

I
I

D



 (12) 

The load resistance 'R   on the input side may be stated 
as Equation (13). Adjusting D between 0 and 1 reduces the 
source's load. 

 21R R D    (13) 

 
4.4. Buck Boost Converter 

Optimized buck-boost converter output, input, and 
current averages are described in Equations (14) and (15) 
[18]. 

1o g
D

V V
D




 (14) 

1o g
D

I I
D




 (15) 

The analogous expression for R' is present in Equation 
(16): 

2
1 D

R R
D

    
 

 (16) 

By altering D, the source's apparent load may be 
boosted or lessened. The buck-boost converter may work 
in Zone I or II. According to the study, the optimized buck-
boost converter is superior to the other two. Figure 8 shows 
the buck-boost converter circuit. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. A circuit for buck-boost conversion [19] 

 
To increase the source's workload, adjust 0 to D1. For 

the buck converter, the beginning load must be smaller 
than the MPP current of PV module in order to draw the 
most electricity possible. 

 
4.5. Fuzzy Logic Outlines 

The inputs of an expert are combined with desired 
outputs using fuzzy logic. In reality, fuzzy logic's 
applicability is dictated by its four components. Figure 9 
shows the overall design of the fuzzy logic system. 
 

 
 

Figure 9. Fuzzy logical system structure [20] 
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1.  Rule-based systems use if-then. Fuzzy logic is used to 
quantify expert opinion on optimum control. 
2. An inference technique that replicates how experts make 
judgments by first "comprehending" information and then 
utilizing that knowledge to regulate input components. 
3. Inputs are processed using a fuzzy logic interface to give 
information for rule formulation and application. 
4.  A direct de-compilation interface "feeds" the algorithm 
results of inference. 

 
4.5.1 Fuzzy Logic Membership Functions 

This procedure values inputs that may be functional 
overlaps. The membership function affects the final 
outcome. Configuration, or "form," is an important 
membership function-defining component. Figure 10 
shows membership functions, definitions, and graphs. 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Different types of membership function [19] 

 

4.5.2 Fuzzy Logic Defuzzification 
This refines confusing inference engine findings 

(crisp). Determining which defuzzification approach is 
suitable for a given application is more art than science 
(Figure 11). The Centroid of Gravity (COG) approach has 
supplanted prior methods due to its simplicity. 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Defuzzification method of Center of Gravity method (COG) 

 
In Figure 11, the centroid of gravity (COG) can be 

computed as follows: 

 

 

 

 

yy Y
COG

yy Y

y y dy
y

y dy













 (17) 

 
5. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Figure 12 provides a high-level overview of the whole 
MPPT solar PV controller model created in the 
MATLAB/Simulink environment. It is made up of a 
battery, a micro grid, an MPPT charge control block, a DC-
DC regulator, and a PV solar array. 

 
5.1. MPPT and PI Controller Implementation 

Figure 13 shows the MPPT and PI Controller 
implementation and the differential change in power and 
voltage block diagram and the error generating block 
diagram are presented in Figure 12. 

 

 
 

Figure 12. complete Simulink model design SOLAR PV based on MPPT 

 

 
 

Figure 13. PI controller implementation 
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The response indicates the output’s waveform of the 
solar PV solar system with maximum power delivered by 
PV system through MPPT with PI technique is illustrated 
in Figure 14. The grid output voltages are shown in Figure 
15, the waveform is sinusoidal waveform but not pure. 

 

 
 

Figure 14. PV power with PI controller 

 

 
 

Figure 15. Grid output voltages 

 
The PV converter PWM signal is shown by constant 

duty cycle interval in Figure 16. The duty cycle of PWM 
generator is shown as we can achieve the varying duty 
cycle of system. 

 
 

Figure 16.  PV converter PWM signal 
 

The output voltages of 25 volts PV converter are 
achieved with implementation of PI controller is shown in 
Figure 17. The maximum power achieved with PI 
controller MPPT is 99.02 Watts. 
 

 
 

Figure 17. PV converter voltages with PI controlled MPPT 
 

5.2. MPPT and FLC Controller Implementation 
The FLC based MPPT is employed for increasing the 

PV module voltage (Figure 18). The recommended 
approach employs FLC to start the control commands to 
the output buck boost converter when changes in the 
current and voltage across the PV panel occur. 

 

 
 

Figure 18. Fuzzy logic controller system block diagram 
 

It is noticeable that the simulation of Fuzzy system 
delivers the battery output voltages of 23 V at state of 
charge of 50, and power of PV is almost 106 Watts, the 
voltages supplied by PV system is 22 v and current 
drawing through PV system is 4.7 amp, in case of solar 
radiation of 1000 W/m2 with a solar temperature of 50 °C. 
Figure 19 shows the solar PV system's output waveform 
with the highest power supplied by the PV system utilizing 
MPPT with Fuzzy method. 

The PV converter PWM signal is shown in Figure 20 
by constant duty cycle interval. The duty cycle of PWM 
generator is presented as we can achieve the varying duty 
cycle of system. The output voltages of 25V PV converter 
are achieved with implementation of FLC controller is 
shown in Figure 20. Fuzzy controller MPPT can provide a 
maximum power of 106.1 watts. 
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Figure 19. PV power with fuzzy control 

 
 

Figure 20. Converter voltages 

 

 
 

Figure 21. ANFIS controller system block diagram 

 
5.3. MPPT and ANFIS Controller Implementation 

This is a proposal for an ANFIS logic-based MPPT 
controller to expand the PV module (Figure 15). When 
changes in the current and voltage across the PV panel 
occur, the suggested technique uses the ANFIS based 
(FLC) to begin the control commands to the output buck 
boost converter. 

It is observed that the simulation of ANFIS system 
delivers the battery output voltages of 23.8 V at state of 
charge of 50, and power of PV is almost 111 Watts, the 
voltages supplied by PV system is 23 v and current 
drawing through PV system is 4.6 amp, at applied solar 
irradiance of 1000 W/m2 with solar heat temperature of 50 
degree centigrade. The response indicates the output 
waveform of the solar PV system with maximum power 
delivered by PV system through MPPT with ANFIS 
technique is shown in Figure 22. 
 

 
 

Figure 22. Maximum power achieved with ANFIS 

 
 

Figure 23. PV controller voltages with ANFIS controlled MPPT 

 
The PV controller Voltages with MPPT based ANFIS 

response indicates the output waveform of the solar PV 
system with maximum power delivered by PV system 
through MPPT with ANFIS technique is illustrated in the 
Figure 23. The output voltages of 28V PV converter are 
achieved with implementation of ANFIS controller. 

 
6. CONCLUSIONS 

Our research-based effort ensures that the examination 
of various MPPT methods and approaches is done while 
accounting for various sun irradiation effects. We have 
compared many potent technology-based methods for 
implementing MPPT control and obtaining regulated 
output with better outcomes. To maintain MPPT of the PV 
solar array with effective and better output responsiveness, 
we have built one of the MPPT control methods. For 
optimal power-point-tracking, we made sure the controller 
was set up with a Boost transducer and a solar array-
optimized MPPT.  
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For improved, reliable, and efficient output outcomes, 
a robust DC-DC boost regulator will be created and 
simulated to build the best solar array MPPT controller. 
The Fuzzy Controller MPPT Controller can provide a 
maximum power of 106.1 W. The ANFIS MPPT adaptive 
fuzzy neural inference system is used to maximize the 
harvested energy of the PV solar array model. MPPT is 
completed with the ANFIS MPPT control application, 
which results in an output response with few oscillations 
and undesirable noise, as well as the removal of 
undesirable output factors. 

 
NOMENCLATURES 

 
1. Acronyms  
MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracking 
PI Proportional-Integral 
ANFIS Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System 
PV             Photovoltaic 
P&O Perturbation and Observation 
CV             Constant Voltage 
INC Increment Conduction 
FLC Fuzzy Logic Controller 
ANN Artificial Neural Networks 
VF/CF Voltage/Current Feedback 
IDCOL Infrastructure Development Company 
Limited 
COG Centroid of Gravity 
TSC Technical Standard Committee 
TSC Technical Standard Committee 
 
2. Symbols / Parameters 
Iph: The produced current 
q: The charge of electron 
K: The Boltzmann’s constant  
RSH: The shunt-resistance 
Rs: The series-resistance 
Voc: The open-circuit-voltage 
Pmax: The power at maximum 
Vmax: The voltage at maximum 
Imax: The current at maximum 
FF: The fill factors 
Np: The quantity of PV solar modules on parallel 
NS: The quantity of PV solar modules on series 
D: The duty cycles 
R: The converter's dc resistance load 
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